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Appendix 2 – Main Modifications – Policies Map
MAP 006
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Supplement to map 011 Loddon – map amendments in north of Loddon

MM33 (remove overlap between BEA and development boundary)

MM34 (changes to town centre boundary)
MM34 (changes to town centre boundary)
(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
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(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
Local Plan - Site Specific Allocations & Policies DPD - (Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
MAP 025b
Aslacton and Great Moulton
Local Plan - Site Specific Allocations & Policies DPD
(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
Local Plan - Site Specific Allocations & Policies DPD - (Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
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Local Plan - Site Specific Allocations & Policies DPD
(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
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Ellingham & Kirby Cane

MAP 040

Local Plan - Site Specific Allocations & Policies DPD - (Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
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(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement.
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Map of Ashby St Mary with Thurton
Local Plan - Site Specific Allocations & Policies DPD
(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
Yelverton (including part of Alpington)
Local Plan - Site Specific Allocations & Policies DPD

(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
Bressingham
Local Plan - Site Specific Allocations & Policies DPD - (Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
MAP 066
Burston & Shimpling
Local Plan - Site Specific Allocations & Policies DPD
(Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement)
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Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement.
Please see this map in conjunction with the policy text for this settlement.
MAP 4.7 Policy DM.4.7 The Landscape Setting of Norwich - with NSBPZ, Undeveloped Approaches, Viewing Cones & Gateways
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Policy DM.4.8 Amendment to the Designated Strategic Gap between Cringleford and Hethersett

Refer to Cringleford Neighbourhood Plan

Strategic Gaps Policy DM 4.8
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MAP 4.8 (2) Policy DM.4.8 Amendment to the Designated Strategic Gap between Hethersett and Wymondham
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